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1)    GENKRAL  COHS IDERAT IONS 

1.1   Given the constant progress of the last few years in 

research, as well as in the industry  itself,  woodwork- 

ing and  the manufacture of allied materials are in the 

process of chancing from a typically artisan sphere  of 

activity  to a truly   industrialized one. 

1.2 Thus,   the heavy demand for civil  ana  industrial  furnit- 

ure that,   initially,   gave  rise  to  considerable  prolifer- 

ation of small and medium-sized  artisan firas,   subsequent- 

ly lead  to the development  of big factories,   operating on 

an industrial ficaie. 

1.3 The first big factories developed  in the field  of modular, 

interchangeable kitchen furniture,  hand in hand with the 

growing demand for electrial household appliances (cookers, 

refrigerators, dishwashers etc.),  which are normally loc- 

ated in the kitchen. 

1.4 Later on,  the module, interchangeable-unit idea was  intro- 

duced and accepted by the public  for all other rooms in 

the house,  such as the entrance hall,  dining-room,  living- 

room,  bedroom, bathroom etc. 

1.5 The module concept has, indeed,  been a determining factor 

in the mechanization and rationalization of the production 

cycle, at wall at in the technologies relating to furniture 

production» 

1.6 In fact, this ooncept aakee possible the production of 

large quantities of standardised panels, which are compon- 

ents of furniture units that themselves have standardized 
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dimensions.    The modular concept, therefore,  takes in 

not  only  the furniture  unit itself,  but  the  individual 

panels that form it as  well.     The result  ia a twofold ad- 

vantage in the production phase, due  to  the  considerable 

reduction in working time and  in the hidden costs  involved 

in iu'Ving to stock a very wide ran^e  o.' panels ani  furn- 

iture. 

1.7 The  fact of being able   to feed into the production line 

large quantities of iaentioal   oasic  panels  has meant a 

new working concept,  and  consequently  the  gradual  uesign 

and  construction of machinery able  to operate in contin- 

uous line with other machinery at a relatively higi. rate 

of  production. 

1.T- In  fact,   these machines,  as will be explained in detail 

later on,   are linked with one another by  means of automat- 

ic  conveyors and  handling equipment,   thus  obtaining smooth- 

ly-operating lines for  each working phase. 

1.9 Kach line normally starts with an automatic  feeu,  wvicii 

pic »es up the panels froiu the  pile and feeds them into the 

line, at the end of which an automatic stacker forms new 

piles. 

1.10 Tins system, already widely used in other  industries,  has 

the major advantage of  reducing ana,  in many cases, of 

eliminating the physical work of the operative,  while the 

second advantage, which is f^r from negligible,  lieu in 

the fact that the production rate is made  to depend on 

the effective capacity of the machines, and not on that 

of staff. 



1.11  A  secón x  important concept  in the new proa action  systems, 

which aiao eterna  from  experience twined  in  tite manulact- 

ure  of kitchen  l'arni ture,   ìB   that of sur: ace linishing. 

For such  furniture,  which unaerroes  conaiuerable  wear 

and  tear  through  continuous  use,   plastic  lamination has 

been widely accepted  as the   facing material.    These 

tnelarame  laminated sheetfe are in  .a.t very haru,   an. stand 

up well  to most  common chemical aolvents. 

1.12 In the  past,  each kitchen lurniture manufacturer,  uamg 

presses,  hiras. If applied the plastic sheeting on ready- 

sectioned panels slightly bieger than the  finished furn- 

iture component. 

1.13 With this in mind,   the primary processing concerns,   to 

e ir. pli f y  the preliminary operations of the manufacturers, 

devised a process to   produce chipboard panels  (even ex- 

ceeding  10 m2)   with both faces already laminateu with a 

thin layer of synthetic material  (melamme, PVC etc.), 

requiring no further finishing. 

1.14 The economic advantage of  this for the manufacturers 

can easily be  imagined,  for this meant they had a raw 

Material that greatly  simplified preliminary operations 

and finishing.    Moreover,  the higher cost of the original 

laeunated panel« is «till much lower than it would be if 

laaination and finishing ware dona by the individual 

Manufacturer at hi a own factory. 

1.15 So auceeatful has thia prooedure been,  that tha coneapt 



oi' large-sized  panels with finished surfaces has been 

further developed,  to extend  its use as a basic maxcrial 

from kitchen furniture to the wider field  of furniture 

in general,  where products have hitherto* been veneered 

with various kinds of more or less expensive wood, and 

then painted. 

1.16 In this field,   because of the growing cost and  difficulty 

of  finding high-quality wood,  two parallel techniques 

have been developed: 

- The first one,  which is employed at the present time, 

consists in the use, as surfacing materials,   of cheap 

veneers (even paper sheets or coats of filler),  followed 

by printing,   during the painting cycle,   in xhe right 

colour,  of a pattern reproducing the grain of high-qual- 

ity woods. 

- The second technique consists in forgetting about a 

wood veneer,   and simply glueing on a suitably-proces- 

sed sheet of  paper,  printed with an imitation grain 

pattern. 

1.17 The second system has definitely ousted the first, due 

to its greater possibilities of improvement and develop- 

ment, its lower-production cost, and the fundamental 

fact that it is more easily combined with the principle 

of large panels with finished or semi-finished surfaces. 

1.18 Today, chipboard panels overlaid with printed paper sheets 

can be found on the market that look exactly like quality 

woods, with open or oloetd-pore finish, glossy or sesd- 

aatte surfsees. 
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In some cases,  to obtain a better surface finish,  lamin- 

ated   panels have  semifinished   suri aces,  to which a  final 

coat  o.   mint  is  added,   <Kpenning on  require.-..ems. 

1.1 y What nus so  far  ueen said reçarumtf   technological   trenas 

lii  the  furniture   field,   aoes not,  however,   i;,eui that  in 

tne   L ature   furniture will  no longer  ue u.aue  oi  natural 

wood,   since   the  imitation  techniques  mentioned are   salt- 

able   i or only a certain type 01   modem furniture,   uui, not 

ior other,   traditional   types (such as  peno; reproduction) § 

{'or   .vhicn  it wiil   still   ue - ecessary   to apply  tne   trrut- 

ional  system. 

1.¿0 The variety anu quality  u.   tne  optical effects,  ouiain- 

auie  with  traditional suriace-f'inisnintf anu  its methods, 

which can  ue variously  combined (veneers,   stains,   paints, 

diíT-rent  finishes etc.)   is so wide  and flexible,   that  it 

proba'ulj   cannot  be completely  replaced by  n.ucation products, 

which are  relatively rigid in their variability and quality. 

1.¿1  However,  as regards imitation anu substitution,  it  shoulu 

be nottd that the primary industry continues to make much 

progress,  with considerable financial advantage for the 

whole furniture industry. 

It may therefore be expected that such new forms of imit- 

ation will finally impose themselves,  especially in mass 

furniture production, both for the individual purchaser 

(who has fswer and fewsr prejudices) and for designers, 

who already us« such products extensively. 
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-[.2¿ Suffice it  to look at  the plastic inaustry,  at one  time 

universally despised —   plastics were considered  synonym- 

ous with shoddy  —   but whose  products are now indispens- 

able in certain  technical fields —   even in very  sophis- 

ticated ones (substitutes for light alloys,  glass,   tex- 

tiles etc. ). 

1.2j, The purpose of  all that has been sad so far has been 

not only  to bring the  reader up to  date with the  present 

technological  trends,   but also because they serve as a 

logical preface   to the  question of  introducing new mach- 

inery,  itself a  consequence of technological developments. 

1.24 Thus,  it can be  said  that the modular principle lias led 

directly to the  introduction by manufacturers of large- 

scale mass production,   using panels with finished  or 

semi-finished surfaces as the basic material.    The fol- 

lowing chapters,  rather than speak of individual machines, 

will concern groups of machines and lines specially plan- 

ned and improved  for each smoothly  co-ordinated working 

phase • 

1.25 However,  it must be remembered that  this paper,  bacava« 

it covers such wide field, will be concise and refer only 

to the main machines.     Detailed ctudy of specific caaaa 

will be held ovar for subsequent diacuaaion. 



2.   MAflHIWES FOR  PRELIMINARY WORK 

2.1 By preliminary work we mean those operations concerr.il* 

preparation of the baaic materials before they are fed 

into the production cycle proper. 

Such operations may be  suo-divided into the   following 

three main proups: 

- Solid wood workinr 

- Panel processing 

- Vïorkinc thin sheets of wood 

2.2 As  far as solid wood-worKing is concerned,   preliminary 

operations consist of the previous conditioning of the 

planks by means of a drier, followed  by dividing up and 

cutting into   pieces the right  size.     This may be  defined 

as the logical continuation of  the operations that are norm- 

ally carried out at the  saw-mills of  the primary processing 

industry. 

2.3 The machines normally used for solid wood are the following; 

- Transverse circular-saw sectioning machines, with a free- 

cutting blade or under pressure, manually-operated or 

automatic, with or without lengths programmed to meet 

various requirements. 

- Ordinary longitudinal secüoning machines or automatic, 

•ultiple circular-saws for large-scale production. 

For this operation,  band saw* can also be used,  but only 

for small-scale production. 

- Single or double-cylinder plants when planks and strips 

have to be provided with precision or have a bettsr 

finish than those obtained only by sawing. 
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2.4 As far as panel material is concerned,  preliminary work 

consists mainly oi' cutting operations;   that is to say  in 

dividing up the large-sized panels into pieces with the 

required measurements. 

- Panels may  be made of cnipboard,  ixardboard,  plastic, 

plywood etc. 

2.5 The machines normally used for panels are  the following» 

- Ordinary circular-saws or band  saws,  with a fixed  ulade 

material  in motion in the case of  3mtill-scale produc- 

tion. 

- Single sectioning machines unuer pressure,  with o. mov- 

ing  blade and stationary material  in tue case of medium 

production. 

- Double sectioning ..achines for combined longituuinal 

and trasversal cutting,  operated automatically in the 

case of large-scale production.    Thes; automatic mach- 

iner are of various types,  such as  siugle-biaue, mul- 

tiple-biaue,  stationär:; material ani moving blade or 

viceversa,  or with both movements combined, with or 

without automatically programmed lengths. 

The attached Table "A"  shows a complete sectioning sys- 

tem,  with two combined orthogonal machines,  complete 

with       automatic loading and unloading and electronic- 

ally programmed lengths.    The sectioning unit is prob- 

ably the best to be found on the market as regards 

automation, precision and finish of cut, together with 

a considerable rate of production. 

2.6 As far as thin sheets of wood are concerned, working con- 
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sists mainly  in "the cutting and joining of  scaieboard. 

Other sheet materials,   such as PVC,   resined paper ana  the 

like are  dealt with separately, as mentioned later on,  and 

then only  in special   cases,   since   the panels normally  come 

ready-faced from the primary processin/'   industry. 

2.7    The machines normally  used for thin  sheets of  .vooi are 

the  following: 

- More or less automatic cutters,   for sectionna; ani  trim- 

ming piles of  scaleboard. 

These machines are of the mechanical or hydraulic type, 

and can also be equipped with various automatic ìevices 

to obtain perfectly  accurate cuts. 

- Automatic  joining machines for the composition and 

joining of the basic sheets of veneer.     There are many 

types of machine,  depending on the material used for 

the  joint,   such as:    adhesive paper,  adhesive thread, 

glue only etc Recently,   the adhesive thread 

type of machine has been widely  used  for the rriny ad- 

vantages it offers in specific applications. 

3.      MACHINES FOR WORKDfQ 30LID WOOD 

3.1    The considerable n aber of machines under this heading 

makes it difficult to classify them by type, function or 

specific technical characteristics,  sinoe machines have 

been designed and constructed specifically for every pro- 

duction sector.    Those that are usually common to all 

sectors are those found at the beginning of the working 
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cycle  or that are used  for machining joints and acces- 

sories. 

Generally  speaking,   ana   tor  the   sake  of simplicity,   tueae 

machines  will   he  liste.,   ü.  thn   pointa  that  lollo.v,   ae- 

cor!i:n* to   tra-   type  of   prooes«  or  tool   use!. 

}.<.    Linear profilili,   machines. 

Tue   basic  ritienine  for  ttub  proceso  is  the  plumnr anu 

rr.ouliiinf; machine,   which  combines   the various  operations 

that  can '..e  per-.orrr.ei,    y  conventional methous with 

separate machines.    Thos*3  operations* can be summed   up 

as follows:    single an.,  double  cylimer planine,  lateral 

planing an.   profiling on eacli sue,   :o as to obtain the 

required finished profile wAth a  single pasa,     ¿ven though 

the workin»   principle  is   tifferent,   tiiis ¿rroup of machines 

includes profiling machines  for  pins,  sticks,   iranie  com- 

ponents,  latus,  ani  various other structural  elements. 

- tfhen the cross-section of  the   piece is circular,   the 

machine  used  is a l«»he manually-operated,   sejni-autom- 

atic,  or fully automatic lathe,   with        automatic  loau- 

ing and unloading of pieces. 

j.3    Machines for curved profiles. 

These machines are generally of  the copy-milling type; 

that is,  they    ork with the help of a template that re- 

produces the shape of the piece  to be obtained. 

For a small-scale production,  conventional milling ruach- 

ines are used,  and /medium and large-scale production, 

automatic machines of the transfer type, with a single 
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piece  or  Bovei'¿n   pieces u, tcniav ¡   siHiU.1 tuheuusi , . 

- Wnen   tnt-   croa:»-:rif'ctioti   u.    tue  pitee   hay t...  bharp   coiaers, 

Lut   ib   (.íroular or  jvii,   t;.t.* i.aoiiine   me ¡   4 ;•:   u   ^(jyiii. 

l.uhe   .vai.   a  rota-u^   '   ...yx,^t>   u. .   SU'M:..   i>^''^   '-^"i 

laac i.i.iH •   ¡jiiHiiiViiif.ufai,, • 

- Il   t..e   ri-ot-a-B iitioi.  <»•    u.e  >:u. /ti     oro. ¿.i»'  ¿fa   constant, 

strair.al une proàhm it; timieirel, .oiio'**. ^ 

! en ja*.*, Ui ti.« r.uul i, i, ter a»n.ui>- M":1^'^^1- ^ 

tut   p i f o H ì; . 

_>,4     Mucniiitb   .Oí     îecoritive   ¡n :   aiub.^c   pi~c"b   ;.    -   riuas 

Guapes. 

Vhese mucrunes  too,  are  o.   cue dp, Aí*    tj.>e.    T:.<'   .--üj.e 

type  is  the   , ravuif  copying nvickine,   wi th i¡nti¡ne   rot- 

ating  tools.     This machine  generali,,   enaLes  »JIP-::es   u. 

any  shape   to   be copieu   —    ¿or exai-oit,   statuettes  un.i 

decorations   that,  traditionally,   are   uaivi-sciJptare ¡. 

- Today,   in this sp'ere,   various techniques are  becoming 

widespread,   such as those  based on the  use of heated dies, 

which  burn  the wood instead oí removing it ly means  of 

tools;   those  based on the mouluing oi   renin wood com- 

pounds,  a close offsho:t  of plastics;   those based  on the 

deformation of wood without removing any of it;  and  those 

that completely ignore wood, using only various typeo of 

plastic. 

3,5    maohints for working the extrtmitiea of pitees. 

This includes all those machines that in gsneral perform 

opération* necessary for joining various combinations of 

structural «laments.    Som* of the more outstanding mach- 
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ines of this type are the following! 

- Automatic or semi-automatic  drilling and   broaching 

machines for making joints  by means of  pins. 

- Automatic or semi-automatic   tenoning and   sloping mach- 

ine» for making  joints by  means of straight or rounded 

tenons. 

- Machines for effecting .oints with joggled  pieces. 

- Machines for cogged or dovetail  joints. 

- Machines for making special   joint components, 

3.6    Sanding machines. 

This category  incluùes a series of machines  that,  in 

general,   operate on the same  principle and   in combinat- 

ion with the appropriate machines for the   profiling    nd 

shaping of various pieces.    The basic tool   is abrasive 

paper and all  its various forms. 

The following belong to this category» 

- Automatic or semi-automatic machines for  sanding and 

gauging plane  pieces, with single or multiplo, parallel 

or crossed belts,  upper or lower belts,   upper and lower 

belts combined, single or combined rollers etc., — 

depending on requirements. 

- Sanding machines for straight profiltd pieces, with 

belt«, or discs, or both, with vibrating buffers in 

simple or coeabined systems. 

- Sanding machines for curved profiles with expanding 

roller, employing belt or disc. 

- Sanding machines for turned pieces, with copying belts, 

buffers, or lamellar belts «to. 

- Spools! sanding machines for specific uses. 
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3.1    Assembly  a:r¿ gluing machines. 

This  category  inclauea a  aeries ot  ruaoj ines  fenex-au-y 

uased  on  the  principle o:   Keeping un ;er pressure  the 

jointB   of  various  structural   elements   alter  the applic- 

ation  of tflue.    The  machinen ¡ne  oí   various  types,   anapes 

c.jil  sizes,   uepen-iing  on   ¡¿.îierenu  pinot«  to  be as s er., LI eu, 

SUCH  HB:      truwers,   chairs,   vinous   ; raj.es,   wimows,   tables, 

trolleys  etc.    The  more   recent caciui.es  are  equipped   fit.. 

bpt-cial   apparatus   to   speea   up   ti.e   11-yj.n^ <J.   í'.luea,     Such 

equipment   inclues  hifih-i requency  i euerators,   uura-re^i- 

ru<     generators ami   the  lute. 

4.      PRKSdlKGt     LIMS AHD MACHINE 

4,1    These machines are  used   for "not or cold irluin£,  uxiaer pres- 

sure oi  the  flat pieces  forming, panels   in accoruance with 

various  requirements.     Ir. renerai,   except  for special 

cases,   pressing lines  fall into  two  categories:    one  for 

the  production of hollow (sandwich-type panels),  and the 

other for facing of  solid or hollow panels (gluing of 

trin decorative strips or sheets of wood veneer,  paper or 

plaetic.    The point» that follow describe these two types 

of automatic pressing line,widely used today wherever 

large-scale production is required«    The attached Table 

"B" ahowa two typaa of pressing line. 

In oaaa of saall-aoale production, tha operating cycle la 

toe aaae, but «Hk tha aachinea used are non-autoaatic 

and have no aechanioal hook-up with tha various other 

aaohinaa. 
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4.¿    Pressine lines lor hollow panels. 

These lines are characterized by  the  relatively  Ion« 

drying time (4-6 minutes) of the glue,  in relation to 

the thickness of the   pieces. 

The fact  is a characteristic Loth of  the main machine 

(the press) as well   as that of the  auxiliary machines 

used for the different structural  components involved. 

The machines that normally go to make  up a pressing-line 

for hollow panels are   the following 

4,3    Bench for setting up  the frame,  equipped with manual or 

automatic staplers   for joining the various strip». 

. For some years now,  machines that automatically  set up 

and  staple frames,   can be foun-l  on the market,   so that 

the  operative only  has to keep the  various automatic 

loaders supplied  with strips. 

- On the next roller bench, the «honeycomb- is inserted 

manually in the frame. 

- An automatic parallel conveyor moves the frame on top 

of the press loadinp trolley. 

4.4   Elevator plate with rollers on which the sheets of mater- 

ial (plywood, hardboard, chipboard etc.) to be glued to 

the frame are laid.    The elevator plate serves to keep 

the flitch on a lsvel with the glue-spreader. 

4.5   Qlu. .preaders.    This type of machine normally has 4 

rt*lf*a u* appli«« a coating of glue on one surface of 

each of the two .h.ets, which are fed in simultaneously. 
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4.6 Disc bench.     This bench receives the glued  sheets w^ting 

to be picked up for »sandwiching.    The  discs, which have 

a knife edge,  rotate with their lower  nart  immersed  m 

water,  in order to eliminate any residuai  glue. 

4.7 Automatic  press.     The hollow panel presses have a good 

production rate  in spite  of the relatively  long gluing 

time; in general,   they are of  the multi-level type. 

Such presses are  of two  types:    one »nth simultaneous 

opening or closing of all  the lévela and  the other »ith 

independent  opening or closing for each individual  level. 

The second  type  is preferable  to the  first,  since  the 

panel can be fed  into the press as soon as it is set up, 

without any  delay, which may lead to serious trouble  in 

certain cases. 

The work cycle consists  in picking up the  first glued 

sheet from  the disc bench and laying it down on the press 

loading trolley.    The frame then ¿oves forward from under 

the disc bench overlapping the first sheet, and finally 

the second sheet is picked up from the disc bench to comp- 

lete the sandwich. 

At this point the operative controls the automatic insert- 

ion of ths sandwich into the automatic press, which simult- 

aneously ejects the previous panel, duly pressed. 

4.8    Automatic stacking machine.    This machine automatically 

•tacks panels at the press outlet by means of a roller 

conveyor.    It requires no opsrator,  except for removing 
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the stack when it reaches a certain level. 

4.^ rres8irv;-line for faced panels. 

These lines are characterized u> the .act that the *\iu. 

uryi.it, cycle is in renerai relativ**,, short (0.  s*o 1 u..n.) 

in relation to the thi.meBS o. bueets to ue ,;lue<i.  ima 

is tue characteristic Oí tne nam machine (the -rese), 

as well as that oi the auxiliary machines, Afa will be 

mentioned later on. 

The machines ùiat noriuaii,v i«n- a presagii*, line i or ¿aceu 

panels, are as follows» 

4.10 Automatic leed, which piCKS up tne panels irora tue pue ana 

feeds ti.em into the cluinf mac.une. These ieeds may i-e 

of the follo-vin* Jcin-is:  the elevator piatiom, type, witu 

a pushing device; the vacuimi transfer type; or a motor- 

driven roller conveyor, or tne like. 

4.11 Gluing machine like that described m section 4.> atove, 

with th? difference that, in this case, the glue is ap- 

plied to both panel surfaces. 

4.12 Disc bench with functions similar to those described 

in paragraph 4.6 

4.13 Automatic press. Since the gluing time is relatively 

short, presses for faced panels are in general of the 

single-level type. They can be divided into two categories, 

acoordlng to the piece loading and unloading systems i 

those having one belt conveyor, whioh antera the press 

coapartaent, and those having three bait oonveyors. 

. A_ 
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- The second category  is to  be preferred because,  during 

loading,  panel« do not fall  on to  the pressing area,  nor, 

during unloading,  scrape against  it. 

This lant point is very  important  when the onsets to 

be gluel  on have a finished  surface. 

4.14      Automatic stacking machine,   similar to  that uescribea 

in section 4.P above. 

.       MACHIMIMQ«    LIMES AMD ¡¿AGIMES 

E3.1    This category  includes all machines that perform mech- 

anical operations on panels to give  them the desired 

geometrical  shape and complete all other accessory oper- 

ations. 

After this,   the panels are ready for the surface  finish- 

ing (painting),  or even for assembly,  in the case of 

panels that had finished surfaces from the outset. 

5.2    This category includes the machines described hereunder! 

- Double,  automatic squaring-up machines,   for the cutting 

and trimming of panel sides. 

- Double beading machines, which perform flat or profiled 

beading (If required) of panel edge«.    For a few year« 

now, combined squaring and beading machinée, which have 

had oonaiderable sucosos for particular operations, 

have been avallatale on the market« 

- Automati o or ammi-automatic modular drilling machine», 

union perform the drilling operations neoeesary for 

aasembly of the furai turo or fixlag aooeeeories. 

- Double automatic bromohlng maohineo, whioh perform the 
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insertion, and gluing of the pins required for joining 

various panels. 

Other machines of t'.iis category, which perform special 

operations, are described in section 6. 

* The above-mentioned machines are used individuali, t 

that is to say, not connected to each An an automatic 

lin« unless relatively small-Bcale production (up to a 

maxim» of about 1000-1 'JOO  panels per day) is required. 

.4 In th« case o, medium or large-scale production ( r»000- 

^000 panels per day) it is advisable to connect all the 

basic machines in a single automatic operating line. 

In this situation, the various machines are connected to 

each other by means of automatic conveyors ana various 

handling equipment, which completely replace the oper- 

ative. 

Haturally, the fact of connecting different machines to 

each other (machines with moving panels, but at different 

speeds, or »achines with fixed panels etc.) reuuces the 

production capacity of the whole line below that of the 

faster individual machines. This disadvantage, nowever, 

is coapensated for by a considerable reduction in staff, 

and by a constant level of both production and quality, 

due to mechanisation. To day, generally speaking, slower 

machines (such as drilling machines) have been improved, 

and can reach a production of 30 panels per minute). 

Another typical disadvantage of automatic line« i« th« 

relatively long time required for ««tting up th« variou« 
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i.iachiiitiö -.."ufc.i   tue sizes o.   punCiu   uo  ».e  pro .uce .  VAI,,. 

Mrchuuea   tua«   wa^e  ion»,«i    IO  sct   up are   Lnf;    .rùxUi,   ...ach- 

uifcB,     Tuo   SoiiUOn   .or  re< .tea....     UüIL,    '0»V.\   ii;..t¡   cons.3,b 

in  aSiiif    ò..'o  ¡..o.^ie   cj. .1,1.."    inxlin<   ¡..acu.u.<.c,   ,.oa;.»t"¡ 

oi   a   trac»... 

IH »¡ab wüj, .^iìe tjìP i iret  riiiuu i..acni..c .orto: m 

the Ime, the secon . can uè tooie i un ¡ aet ip Sor   *he 

next oper tioa, and inserte - m t..e lu.e at t:ie rin.; 

iiioueat« 

Table "J" s'uo..8 un operatili» ime like the jne just es- 

crmed, complete ./itti automatic ¿eeu ana e tack in. Machine. 

... > In the case of very large-scale prouuction, it i:; a ivis- 

able to set ap an a.tonatic line, '.vi th ari uucoù.auc . eed 

arni Bcacker, consistila" Oi the sanie types of ¡„achine, or 

at any rate i*  chines havinf the same production capacity. 

In this ..ay, tve maximum performance can be got out of 

the machines. 

b,6  It ehoul . be noted that in the case of operations on pantli 

requiring subsequent surface finishing with a thick coat 

of paint (e.g. polyester resins), it is advisable to split 

up the operations as follows i 

- Perform the »quaring-up and beading operations only 

before painting. 

- after the undercoat, carry out the sanding, drilling, 

broaching and transverse gauging operations. 

- Lastly, apply the final coat of paint. 



This avoids paint  running over  the euf-es,   inside hoi «s and 

on to  pins,   thus   obtaining  better geometrical   precision, 

•,vhich is very important  in the   case  of interchangeable 

furniture. 

6.      SPECIAL PROCESS MACHINES 

6.1 The machines ani  lines describe i   in section  \ are used 

for a  basic  production;   that  is   to  say,   for  rectangular 

panels with accessory  operations   following,  a modular 

system. 

6.2 However,   in normal  furniture  prouuction there are also 

panels with special  shapes (e.g.,not straight edges) or 

that require special working (e.f.,   slots anu  various 

kind« of  cavity  etc.)  to be carried  out on  special mach- 

ines not generally  found  in the  automatic line, 

6.3 Thi« oat«gory includes,   for example,  the following Bachine«i 

- Hi«h-«peed milling machine«  for curved and  «haped edges. 

- Beading machines for curved  e^ge«. 

- Sanding machine« for shaped and curved edges. 

- Non-modular multiple-spindle drilling machine«. 

- Machine« for working drawer component«. 

- Squaring-up machine«, like thoae used in automatic linas, 

but employed individually for production of «mall quan- 

tities of pisca«. 

- leading aaohine«, umd in the «ame «ay aa ths ab«ve- 

rnanti on«d squaring-up aachin««. 

- Maoaln«« for working aeoeaaorl«« and dsoorativ« piso««. 

- mmaainoe for work oonmeotod with the fitting of aetai 
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parts such a« locks,  hártales,   hingen etc. 

7.       SABDllQl    LIMES AMU lUgmittS 

This category  includes all mac runes  tnat  are,i.n general, 

uss<i  ior surface   í'iniBiutv   (o»   *oo .  puiels)   uè. ore  pamt,- 

itW'»   as w«il  as   paint  sunlit^;. 

The machines   ;'all   into  three mai:.  oatef ones î     san'Uiif 

machines  tor plane  surfaces,   san ut^ machinen  ; or  e ¡^ es, 

ana  spscial   sanmn^ mncr..r¡f5H, 

Sanami macrunss,   l'or  p^ane  suri tees,   UBO   inflate  ¿aur- 

ini   machines,   sines  ooth tjpes ..re,   in rei .crii,   similar 

in structure *ii>i   in .vorMu«   principie. 

7,¿    Plans auríace  san-iiif-  uacanes. 

The ss machines are  oi  various   types,  as will   te mention« 'i 

later on,   nut all  oi   thei*. are   tasea  on ths  ate o:   abrasive 

papar as the tool. 

- transverse narrow-bslt sanuintf machins«. 

thsss ars tns »achinen oi  lsaat rscsnt origini    thny 

rangs irosi ths  sistplsst types,  with manual  shuting oí 

both ths workpisc* ani  the bufi er,   to ths  automatic mach- 

inas, wttsra thoaa operation» ars coaplttal/ mechanical* 

fit« oparative ha« only  to loa a and unloau  ths panels j 

•van thaas operations, howavar,  can bs eliminated ii 

autaaatic faad and staokin* ara providsd at either snd of 

•t tfcair oasjaldarsbls width (3000 SJS s*e ovsr), thsaa 

•»«alaaa ara »bis «a aaad, «rtvathsr lon4titudiaally w 

Taraaly, alta o«ly su abraalvs bait. 
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- Wide-belt aanuing machines. 

These machinée a.e of more recent origin and can .una 

the panel in a direction parallel to the feed motion 

of the panel itself. 

In renerai, these macanea are only of the automatic 

type, due to their working principle. 

The belt width is naturally greater than the maximum 

width oí the panel to be sanded. The maximum wiuth of 

the belt most commonly usea in furniture factories is 

13[)0 mm. 

The part that presses the abrasive belt against the 

panel may be of two types: a rubber-loaded roller or 

a sliding bul fer. These elements are, in general, flex- 

ible enough to be suitable for panel surfaces that are 

not perfectly flat, being able to perform so-called con- 

tact sanding.  Some of these machines also have a mobile 

supporting surface that adapts itself to the panel's 

irregularities. Obviously, the sliding buffer is the 

beet for the contact Banding, and much has been done to 

improve theee buffers, which have reached a level of 

considerable perfection. 

The main characteristic of the rubber-coated roller type 

ie that it ie lees suitable for dealing with panel uneven- 

n«se, eince it hae a marked tendency to flatten. 

It ie mainly ueed to eand solid wood panale. 

All that hae ao far been aaid about the eliding buffer 

ie obviouely also valid for narrow-belt aandin« machines. 
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AB regards obtaining the best in the Banding field, for 

the past few years, combined machinea in various forms 

have been available on the market. Por example: 

- Sanding machines with several roller belts and buf- 

fers combined. 

- Sanding machines with upper belts, lower belts and up- 

per and lower belts combined. 

- Sanding machines with wide belts and narrow transverse 

belts, to obtain cross sanding. 

The above combinations vary, depending on the machine 

working operations and to the degree of finish required. 

- Wide-belt gauging machines. 

These machines are very similar to the previous ones, 

but they have special characteristics,depending upon 

the operations they have to perform. Since the panel 

to be obtained must be flat and of constant thickness, 

these machines have relatively rigid belt-pressing parts,anu 

are therefore almost always of the roller type. 

Machines with upper or lower belts can be found on the 

market, but the best ones are those with an upper and lower 

belt combined, arranged vertically. 

The advantage of these machines compared to those having 

a single belt is evident, since the latter can gauge the 

first face, taking for reference the opposite face, which 

is still to be gauged and, presumably, not very flat. 

7,3 Edge-sanding machines. 

Machines in this category are of the bilateral type with 
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parallel belts and adjustable distance, having different 

groups for sanding on each sioe. 

naturally, there are monolateral versions and non-autom- 

atic types with manual shifting of the panel, which can 

be used when large-scale prouaction is not required. 

The sanuine ¿roups are of various types, each navint, 

its specific application. The followinc way be no tea: 

belt groups for straight, vertical or sloping edges; belt 

or buffer groups for profiled ed^es, ban- ¿roups lor 

corners; and groups with a sois grinding wneel or abras- 

ive disc for profilea edges eue. 

It is to be notea that for simple veneered plane edges, 

sanûiiib-uelt groups are more economical,a* ¿~ the disc- 

type sander for corner wonc, mounted uirectly on Lite 

beading machine. 

7.4 Special sanding machines. 

Machines of fis category vaiy greatly, uepending on 

their specific use. The types include: orbital abras- 

ive buffer, pneumatic roller, belted cylinder, frontal 

disc, multi-purpose, profiled disc, portable types etc. 

7.5 In modern furniture factories, there is also the tenuency, 

for sanding, to assemble various machines in a single aut- 

omatic line, as mentioned in section 5 for basic oper- 

ations. 

These lines are normally composed of the following machines» 

- Automatic feed with motor-driven roller bench. 

- Pirst automatic sanding machine for working surfaces 

with top belts. 
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- Star-type turnover uevice,  or equivalent,  ¿or turning 

the panel  over on its other side,   Tor sanding. 

This system is  preferable  to the one  without a turnover 

device and a second lower-belt sanding machine,  since  it 

allows l'or viBual  checking Oi  the  sanding operations on 

both Bides. 

- Second automatic banding machine for working s-;rfaces 

with top belts. 

- Automatic longitudinal sanding ...achine for edges, with 

panel-turning device. 

- Automatic transverse eundi::g machine with aligning 

device. 

- Automatic stacking machine with motor-driven roller 

bench. 

Table "D" shows an operating line like that described 

above. 

8. 

8.1 Pre-assembly operation« are those operations that are 

carried out on each individual panel after all finishing 

operations and before final furniture assembly. 

Of these operations, the following may be mentionedt fit- 

ting of hinges, drawer guides, insertion of pins and 

joining devio«» for furniture that can be dismantled, 

look«, handl««, decorative part«, nut« and bolt« etc. 

8.2 These operationo,   »hioh have traditionally been performed 

manually, hav« been given careful consideration by mach- 

in« d««ign«r», with a vi«w to solving the considerable 

labour problem they repreeent, and consequently the 
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question of the production costa incurred by manufact- 

urers. 

In fact,  due  to the considerable progress achieved in 

the various working and machining departments, manuf- 

acturers are now in a position to have 60^ (in some cases 

as much as fi<#)  of the  factory staff employed in the 

final departments:    that is to say,   in pre-assembly, 

assembly,  cleaning and packing. 

fi. 3    There has consequently been a considerable proliferation 

of special machines to carry out those operations,  and 

parallel to this,  new V.ardv/are,  specially designed for 

fitting mechanically, haB been introduced on to the 

market. 

8,4    Here is a description of some machines in this category i 

- Hinge-fitting machines. 

These generally consist of a bench for clamping the 

panel and equipment for inserte:, under pressure, with 

automatic feed of the hinges. If hinges have to be 

fixed with screws, automatic screwdrivers are fitted, 

complete with automatic screw feed. 

- Machines for fitting drawer guide». 

These consist of a bench for clamping the panel and 

equipment for inserting the guides, under pressure, in 

appropriate slots in the panel, with automatic guide 

feed. 

the amohines can be equipped with automatic screwdrivers, 

as mentioned before, if required. 
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- Pin-fitting machines. 

If  this  operation   is not carnea  out   in  the line  for 

any  particular reasons,  cluing and  insertion oí   the 

pine  is effected by automatic  revolving  insertion de- 

vices,   which also  automatically  apply   the  glie. 

- Lock-fitting mac'.ines. 

The working principle  is 3imilar to  that   iescriuei 

í -r hin^e   fittings. 

- Machines  for fitting joining futures  for furniture 

designed  for dismantling. 

The  working principles vary,  depending on the  type  of 

joint  to be  fitted.     In most cases,  fitting is  effected 

by  pressure.     These machines are  ver;/ much in  demand, 

because  of present  tendency  to  prouuce  disman tia^xe 

furniture,   due  to  its obvious economic advantages, 

whether in production or in packing and  transport. 

*.5    In some  cases,  machines  -<-¡* this category  have been 

further improved by equipping them with machining groups 

that make  the slots in which fixtures or accessories 

will  be  fitted.    This means that two machining passes 

are reduced to only one. 

A further improvement is obtained by equipping the bench 

with automatic handling and clamping devices.    In this 

ease, all panel-moving operations,  clamping, working 

and assembly are carried out automatically.    The machine 

oan thus be inserted in an automatic pre-aasembly line. 
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9.       ASSEMBLY LIRES AND MACHINES 

9.1 Recent years have seen the introduction into the furnit- 

ure industry of the assembly line, on which not only all 

assembly operations are performed, but secondary and ac- 

cessory  parts are  also   fitted. 

The line  consists mainly of  the frame assembly machine 

ana  the motor-driven  conveyor (for conveying the  frames), 

at  the sides of  which  stand  the staff whose  job  it is 

to  complete the  furniture. 

9.2 Frame assembly machines. 

These machines are  aged  only  in cases of non-tiismantlabie 

furniture,   since,   in the opposite case,  the furniture is 

not assembled at  all,   or is assembled directly  on the 

motor-driven conveyor. 

The  simplest machine  in this  category 13 the fixed 

pneumatic press.    With this machine,  however, frame 

production is relatively low because  of glue-drying time. 

- Machines that  overcome this drawback fall into  two 

categories:    those based on several frame-pressing 

positions (multiple  presses), and those based on re- 

duction of the necessary glue-drying time. 

- Multiple-position machine« are nothing else but  sev- 

eral mobile presses,   combined in a single machine, 

which increases production as many times as the number 

of positions. 

- Rapid pressing machines, on the other hand, consist of 

ordinary presses, but with the addition of subsidiary 

equipment that promotes rapid glue-drying such ast 
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hitfh-frequency tenerator:;, m«terirw of heat-rr.elted 

glue  etc. 

Ill BOBie caaes,  thes" machines  reach a  consiuerable 

levex  of co»aplexi ty when  they   incorporate a  H/sten*  ^or 

handling the  i'raxiie  panels:    for   example,  laachinea   tnut 

use   un*   i*OLi)IIiG syster,.,   i.ati'-Ui; uae-i only   ior urawers 

anu now extender   tu nil   tunutux-e ¿îoiiies. 

j, i    AeaemLxy   line.    The  ...aciune,  in   th^s  case,   is   a sm.ple 

Lei I eonvevor or a  roiling   con/eyor ( vitii continuous  or 

cyclic motion)  whose  only   jol is   to i,o/e   the   frames  in 

front   J:   the   various  posit ions,   each of  the latter  Leing 

equippeu  Tor a specific operation. 

The operations aortall,;,  peri own» i   are   is iullo.vs: 

- Heiuoval of  reai dual ^lue. 

- Door assembly, which just uean¿»  cooaectmk  the iiali- 

hin^ea previously  fitted. 

- Drawer assembly and adjustment. 

- Pitting internal  shelves and partitions, 

- Pitting hanales and accessories. 

- Applying   '«corative parts. 

For the efficient operation of an assembly line, the main 

problem is the rationalization of the operations to be 

performed, of the necessary unit« of time and of the 

equipment (generally portable) of each individual as- 

sembly politlón. 

Generally spaaking, an asaaably line has a production of 
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1iO-¡¿00  i'unii ture units per day (for the  commonest 

linea)  and it  can produce as much as 300  or more units 

per day  (for well-equipped  lines and relatively simple 

units). 

10.     PACKING LINES AflD MACHIHES 

10.1   Packing operations also include cleaning,   labelling and 

padding for protection, as  well ac the  fitting  of sep- 

arate parts and accessories such as clothes rods, shelf 

supports, and  connecting screws for interchangeable 

furniture.    Given the variety of  types,   shapes and sises 

of furniture,   machines of  this category  are  stili at an 

experimental  stage,   except  for those special  cases in 

which proven techniques from other fields have  been intro- 

duced with success in the  furniture industry. 

10^2 As regards cleaning machines, the main problem  is that, 

in general,  external   furniture surfaces,   whether painted 

or faced with  synthetic resin sheetB, are  electrostatical- 

ly charged and attract the  dust. 

Much is being done to solve the problem,   but  it is to be 

expected that  the cleaning of assembled  furniture will 

always be done manually,   even with the aid of  portable 

devices to make the operation easier. 

- With regard to the cleaning of panels,   ther« are autom- 

atic machinas (which can be inserted in the assembly 

line)  that effectively clean and decrease by means of 

brushes, buffers sai tura ted with solvents, and felted 
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rollers or the like,  depending on specific needs, 

10.3  Packing machines fall into the  following two  classes t 

those   th..t,   by mechanical  means,   put   the promet m 

the   traditional  corrugated  cardboard   box,  and  close   *t, 

an1 i  machines  that  use a different  system, 

- Machines that close the  open  sues  o.~ the   tux uy  L-.eana 

of  adhesive  tape  or clips,  belong to   the  first type; 

machines that turn over the   LOX,  which is aireaiy 

closed on one side, to  cloBe   it from the opposite  side, 

labelling machines etc.  also  belong  to the  first   type. 

- Machines that use, as a packing material,   a thin  film 

of  plastic heat-shrinking material,   belong to tue  second 

type.    These machines are fully automatic, including 

the  shifting of  furniture to  be packed. 

They consist mainly of:  a first section,  where t\e 

furniture is wrapped in heat-shrinking film, which 

is  sealed,  and a  second  section,  which performs the 

heat-shrinking operation. 

This system, only recently introduced into the wood 

industry,   is very  suitable for  certain types of furn- 

iture, especially upholstered  furniture, while it 

presents soae drawbacks with other kinds of furniture 

with sharp corners, which are  also relatively fragile. 

It should be noted, however,   that the system has cert- 

ain advantages,   sueh as absolute isipsraeability to 
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ko «xicnuii. »iic4vi'i,   tu«  trm*iit>urtMc,  <n   tu« maw«*iui.# 

vai.Ci* tfuà^¿«a  khtt pucA«i ¿urnit,ui«  vu o« uut*..t <u*<t# 

¿aetij, v   tue  *aet, tua*  it  lavii «labour» 
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